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Establishing the master plan and 
project priority 

•  New development is required to connect to the nearest multi-use path. 

•  Certain developments and subdivisions have been identified that do not 
include a connection to the path system or there is a gap in the connection. 

•  New projects are identified by staff, citizens, HOA’s, etc. 

•  Each new project starts as a “future path project”. 

•  The project list is evaluated on a yearly basis to against 4 criteria: 
Connectivity, Design & Construction, Safety, and Funding. 

•  Some path projects are phased due to length, cost, infrastructure needs, 
etc. 

•  Historically new path construction was funded at approximately $100,000 
per year. 

•  No new paths were funded in FY2011. 



Goals of the master plan 
•  Provide interconnectivity to all developments. 

•  Enhance safety of path system by adding signage, traffic calming 
measures, regularly trimming shrubs and trees to provide clear zones, etc. 

•  Reduce the number of at-grade crossings. 

•  Upgrade existing surface crossings with appropriate signage, pavement 
markings, etc. to alert both motorists and path users. 

•  Identify hierarchy of paths and construct/ repave accordingly. 

•  To the greatest extent practicable, design and construct new paths to 
AASHTO and ADA standards. 

•  Identify schedule to inspect and replace existing infrastructure (bridges, 
etc.). 

•  Continue to seek grant funding to assist with funding large projects. 



Improve connectivity 
goals of the master plan 

Evaluate connectivity 
When asked: How does your household use the paths?  

 

Shopping/Dinning: 74.3% of 2010 resident survey respondents use 
their golf cart to shop at local stores.  6 POINTS 

Get to Recreation: 71.7% of 2010 resident survey respondents use 
their golf cart to get to recreation.     5 POINTS 

Get to Church/School: 23.3% of 2010 resident survey respondents 
use their golf cart to get to church or school.  4 POINTS 

Get to Medical Offices: 17.6% of 2010 resident survey respondents 
use their golf cart to get to medical appointments.  3 POINTS 

Get to Work: 8.4% of 2010 
resident survey respondents 
use their golf cart to get to 
work. 2 POINTS 

Shortcut: Existing paths 
exist from point A to B, but 
new path would provide a 
shorter distance. 1 POINTS 



Design and construct new paths to AASHTO and ADA standards 
goals of the master plan 

Evaluate design & constructability 
 

Path buildable at-grade: The path can be built at grade or with minimal 
grading.  3 POINTS 

Path buildable in city owned property: The majority of the path can be 
built in city owned land, right-of-way , or greenbelt.  2 POINTS 

Path buildable by PW: The path can be built by Public Works, the city 
does not have to hire a contractor.  1 POINT 

Removal of vegetation req'd:  In order to install path, trees and other 
vegetation will need to be removed.  -1 POINT 

Relocation of utilities req'd: In order to install path, underground or 
overhead utilities will need to be moved.  -1 POINT 

Other structures req'd:  In order to install path, retaining walls, bridges, 
tunnels, or culverts will need to be installed. -2 POINTS 

Additional permitting req'd: In order to install path, additional permits 
would need to be obtained from CORPS, GDOT, EPD, etc. -3 POINTS 



Enhance safety of path system 
goals of the master plan 

Evaluate Safety 
 

Path eliminates on street travel: The installation of this path would 
eliminate the need for carts to travel on a non-residential subdivision 
street.  3 POINTS 

Path eliminates mid-block crossing:  The installation of this path would 
eliminate an existing or proposed mid-block crossing (poor vehicle 
visibility) from the immediate area.  2 POINTS 

Path eliminates at-grade crossing: The installation of this path would 
eliminate a at-grade crossing from the immediate area.  1 POINT 

Path requires at-grade crossing: The installation of this path would 
require an at-grade crossing of a street.  -1 POINT 

Path requires mid-block crossing: The installation of this path would 
require a mid-block crossing on a street. -2 POINT 

Path requires on street travel: The installation of this path would require 
carts to travel on a non-residential subdivision street.  -3 POINTS 



Continue to seek funding sources to assist with funding large projects 
goals of the master plan 

Evaluate Funding 
 

Developer required to install path:  The path would be constructed by 
the future developer of the nearby site.  3 POINTS 
Path currently has some funding: The city currently has budgeted 
funds for this project, SPLOST, grants, general fund, etc. 2 POINTS 
Path is eligible for a grant program: The path project would be eligible 
to submit for a known grant program.  1 POINT 
Funding possible = 80% of the construction cost: The amount of 
money possible from city, grants, and developers will fund only 80% or 
more of the path construction cost.  -1 POINT 
Funding possible = 50% of the construction cost: The amount of 
money possible from city, grants, and developers will fund only 50% or 
more of the path construction cost.  -2 POINTS 
100% city funded:  All the funding for the path project will come from the 
city’s general fund.  -2 POINTS 
Funding possible = 20% of the construction cost: The amount of 
money possible from city, grants, and developers will fund only 20% or 
more of the path construction cost. -3 POINTS 



Evaluation Matrix – FY2010 
•  59 future path projects were evaluated. 

•  24.74 miles of potential path was reviewed and added to the master plan. 

•  5 path projects require either a bridge or tunnel. 

•  It is estimated to cost $10,074,782.00 to construct the 24.72 miles of path 
and the 5 bridge/tunnel projects. Or $407,555.90 per mile. 

•  The 10 corrugated metal path tunnels must be replaced at a cost of 
$5,450,000. Tunnels must be replace in order to comply with new height 
and width requirements. 

•  Estimated costs are calculated at $30/LF of path. Bridge and tunnel costs 
are calculated based on historical costs for such facilities. 

•  Costs DO NOT include permitting, easements, or design costs and are 
based on at grade construction only. 

•  The path project with the HIGHEST overall score should be the best 
investment. 

•  NO new paths were funded in FY2010. 
 



Evaluation Matrix 



Evaluation Matrix 



Overall TOP 3 



Flat Creek Nature Area (Crosstown Dr connection) 
Crosstown Dr to Flat Creek path bridge 



Somersby/Rockaway Rd connection (Phase II) 
Meade Field to Somersby (Phase III) 



Rockaway Rd Tunnel & Somersby 
connections 



Holly Grove Road  
Aster Ridge Tr to Holly Springs Rd 



Overall BOTTOM 3 



Redwine Rd (Phase II) 
S Peachtree Pkwy to The Preserve S/D 



SR 74 S (Phase II) 
Dividend Dr to Cooper Lighting 



Robinson Road (Holly Grove Rd connection) 
Holly Grove Rd to Redwine Rd 


